Instructions on how to use the
Gullet Width measuring templates to determine the Fork Size

1. After you downloaded the templates to your computer you can print them on legal paper five/six times. (depending on the available Fork sizes)*

   Please make sure the paper is pulled in straight and that the template is not scaled and prints in 100% size. To assure the correct size please measure the 2x2 inch test square on the top right corner of the print with a ruler. (If the square is bigger or smaller you will have to adjust your printing settings)

   To achieve more stability, we recommend to glue the papers onto a fitting piece of cardboard. (see picture)

2. Cut the template on each line so that you have one template for each fork size.
   *For Startrek Dressage and Icelandic you will have six different sizes available.
   *For Startrek Comfort and Espaniola you will have five different sizes available.
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3. Bring your horse to an even ground.

   Place the different templates one after the other (in sequence) onto the withers.

   The correct template will fit the angle of your horses shoulders.

**NOTE**

Even a treeless saddles should be professionally fitted to a horses back. Therefore, we recommend to contact one of our certified Saddle fitters for fitting the saddle to your horse.

---
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